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NFL Draft 2018 Scouting Report: TE Mike Gesicki, 

Penn State 

*Our TE grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

**Our TE formulas had some slight changes in the offseason—an adjustment to better identify and value 

TE prospects that are smaller physically and are primed for the era ahead...the era of Jordan Reed and 

Delanie Walker-type TEs. Our historical grades will have changed some on various prospects as well, to 

show their grades by comparison.  

 

Let me throw this opening bomb – I really don’t like the way Mike Gesicki plays football and I think as a 

prospect, he’s more likely to fail than succeed. 

I know, I know…he had the analytics/metrics explosion at the NFL Combine. Everyone loves him and is 

intrigued now. His Combine numbers certainly made me speed up my deeper scouting of him. He’s 

going to get a ‘passing’ grade from our computer scouting models, but he won’t score/grade as high as 

you might think. Personally, I think there are red flags all over this one. 

Mike Mayock, during the NFL Combine coverage, said the same exact thing at about the same exact 

time as I said it (the first time Mayock and I ever agreed, potentially) – when the numbers popped up for 

Gesicki on his 40-time…”I didn’t see that coming from his tape.” We later agreed, when the vertical and 

three-cones were reported, “I never saw THAT guy on tape, that’s for sure. I need to go back and re-look 

at him.” 

Well, I did go back and re-look. I’m not impressed. 

The two main problems I have with Gesicki… 

1) He plays about as soft as you’ll see a tight end play. He hesitates into contact and curls into a fetal 

position when getting hit. He moves awkwardly…somewhere between a newborn giraffe and 

someone walking on eggshells. I’d like to see that microchip/GPS tracking thing show me how fast he 

runs IN GAMES. Because I would almost guarantee it’s not a 4.54 40-time and fantastic (for a TE) 6.76 

three-cone in live action. 

You can see it when Gesicki blocks, which he’s terrible at, he just kinda moves his body in the way of 

defenders and sorta lunges his shoulder half-heartedly or sticks his hands out gingerly to try to wall off 

an oncoming pass rusher. Every football analyst will tell you he’s a terrible blocker…and they’re right. 

Anyone can see it on tape. What they’re missing is that mindset carries over to when he has the ball or 

runs routes. Everything looks like he’s moving gingerly or half-speed. 
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No one was that high on Gesicki pre-Combine but now logic dictates he may be better, more exciting 

than anyone realized. Circle back to the initial thought of people watching him – no one was that 

excited. Only great speed, agility, vertical made everyone re-think it. If Gesicki doesn’t play full speed 

and/or with reckless abandon and is more a 4.65-4.70+ 40-time in live action –well, at that speed, no 

one would really care about him near as much. 

It’s all about his stunning Combine speed-agility, which is definitely a head turner…but if it’s not ‘real’ in 

a sense – then we don’t have a great prospect here. Much is made of Gesicki’s volleyball background 

and athleticism. Guess what? You could say that Gesicki plays football with a volleyball player’s 

heart/mindset. 

2) Yes, Gesicki ran a 4.54 40-time, but he’s what scouts call a long-strider – he gains speed by taking such 

huge steps/strides with his long legs. Fast is fast, but Gesicki’s fast is a bit more the back 20 yards of the 

run not the first 20 yards. I want to see it confirmed but I bet Gesicki ran a poor 10 and 20-yard split, or 

at least ‘average’. It takes him a while to get ramped up. If he gets the ball in the open field he’s going to 

leave linebackers in the dust, but most TE work is short and underneath – and he’s not quick off a flat 

start/after the catch…and you have to worry whetherhe’ll make the plays in traffic anyway. 

It’s very possible that Gesicki’s sweet 40-time speed isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Mix that with his soft 

style of play, and you have potential trouble here. Reminds me of that Missouri tight end that had great 

measurables and big production in an up-tempo offense and got people excited but was a total flameout 

in the NFL – same kinda player. Finesse and timid not urgent and tough. I can’t remember his name, and 

I’m not looking it up until I write/review the ‘comp’ section of this report – but I bet I won’t have to 

because he’ll be a computer comp, I’ll bet on it. 

Watching Gesicki on tape…I’m just not that impressed. Great measured athlete. Good hands. Nice 

height/size. Quality character. I hope I’m wrong in a sense. 

I could be wrong. It might be that Gesicki just looks awkward or slow, but it’s just an optical illusion and 

he’s moving faster than anyone realizes…and I’m underestimating him. That’s not off the table but I feel 

oddly secure in dismissing Gesicki to some degree because so many others have as well. The heavy 

majority of analysts were seeing the same things with him pre-Combine and leftscratching their heads 

after. 

The good news is that Gesicki has an ‘A+’ basket of measurables among NFL tight ends. The one main 

thing we don’t like is his timid, awkward, hesitant style of play…but that could be fixed. If that’s a real 

set of labels to apply to him, he could work tougher as the stakes get higher or as he matures -- and then 

you have a neat prospect on your hands. That’s why you have to grade him well -- because there is a 

great upside here (but there are red flag signs here as well). 
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Mike Gesicki, Through the Lens of Our TE Scouting Algorithm: 
 

I think you could look at Gesicki’s college output as a glass half-full, glass half-empty thing. You could see 

what you want to see. 

For his first two years, wasn’t much for production in the offense…not a shock for a college TE. Perked 

up in year three with 48 catches for 679 yards and 5 TDs – a solid season for a college TE in a more 

traditional offense. In 2017, as a senior, he posted a very nice 57 catch for 563 yards and 9 TDs season. 

Strictly by those numbers…you get excited when you consider his terrific measurables. I almost seem 

foolish doubting him – great measurables and nice college output progression. What’s to hate? 

However, when I watch the tape…I see a bunch of simplistic dump passes to him almost like a fullback. 

He lines up as an H-back a bunch and blocks (or tries to) and occasionally slips out undetected for a little 

short pass and 1-5-8 yard play – that was his bread and butter. Everyone on defense hyper-focused on 

his teammate Saquon Barkley, and a great mismatch athlete like Gesicki with plenty of room to operate 

should’ve been a stud – but he either caught simple dump passes or an occasional medium-deep pass 

up for grabs (many times getting outbattled for a jump ball despite his height and leaping advantage). 

Strictly looking at raw numbers, in this case, does not allow you to see/judge that Gesicki’s quality of 

output is not that strong. It’s not terrible but it’s not strong. Gesicki would catch those little passes from 

an H-back position and you never saw an impressive acceleration or guy seeking yards – you saw ‘slower 

to get going’ guy and trying to get down or out of bounds guy. It will sound weird, but I would say 

Gesicki loves for the play to be over/ended. He pauses and braces for impact and falls over softly on 

most of his plays…when he’s not darting for the safety of the sidelines. 

Gesicki’s overall output numbers are good, but if you judge catch after catch after catch on their own 

merit…you would have a lot of C-to-F grades stacking up.  

Good tallies. Disappointing details.  

 

The Historical TE Prospects to Whom Mike Gesicki Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Mixed bag of comparisons. Jeff Cumberland was a (very) big, athletic college WR turned NFL TE, and he 

had a fairly long NFL run but mostly all as a backup. He had a few moments using his speed/athleticism 

for positives on offense but mostly he was a non-factor.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Most ‘wow’ athletic TEs go on to the NFL and hang around and have moments but they never become 

the ‘wow’ producer or star in the NFL. There’s more to it than just great measurables (obviously).  

Jordan Cameron did break through for a bit but lost his career to concussions. Cameron didn’t do a thing 

in college and then made it to the pros on great workout metrics and eventually did become a top 10 

output TE. I don’t see a lot of Cameron’s body type and toughness in Gesicki’s game.  

 

 

TE 
Grade 

TE-
Reed 

Last First Yr College H H W Spd-
Agil 

Metric 

Strgth 
Blxing 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

8.218 5.36 Gesicki Mike 2018 Penn St. 6 5.4 247 10.45 4.94 8.65 

8.039 6.63 Cumberland Jeff 2010 Illinois 6 4.0 249 13.36 7.68 7.33 

5.170 3.02 Cameron Jordan 2011 USC 6 5.2 254 11.33 8.45 3.32 

8.666 7.31 Housler Rob  2011 Fla Atlantic 6 5.3 248 13.37 6.74 8.10 

8.175 5.76 Onobun Fendi 2010 Houston 6 5.4 252 13.36 7.12 4.34 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a TE prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where we see 

a stronger correlation of TEs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more 

rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL TE. 

All of the TE ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

**The ‘TE-Reed’ score is in honor of Jordan Reed’s 2015 season…looking at TEs in a different 

manner—the smaller, speedy receiving threats. 

“Speed-Agility Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, 

mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Power-Strength Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench 

press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Hands Metric” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, 

considering the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling 

for hand size, etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and 

project the combination of data for receiving success at the next level. 
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2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

The measurables are too tantalizing. He’s going to go top 100 for sure. Possibly top 50. I get the gamble. 

A guy with Gesicki’s athleticism is so rare at tight end, if all you need to do is ‘toughen him up’ to maybe 

unlock a legit top NFL tight end – you roll the dice at a certain point.  

If I were an NFL GM, knowing the great athleticism upside but the weak tape…and it is costing me a top 

50 pick – I’d have to ‘pass’. College football is starting to spit out big time, freakish athletes at tight 

end…guys with superior athleticism but who can block – like a George Kittle. Why spend draft capital on 

a TE who doesn’t play as athletic as he measured and who doesn’t look as tough as other top college 

TEs? I mean, go look at the tape and really watch Gesicki before he’s about to get tackled or him trying 

to block – it’s unnerving. However, it can be corrected…in theory. The upside is worth a lot here, but I’m 

not sure I would pull the trigger in the top 50-60 overall as an NFL GM.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

He’s going to be drafted by a team that knows the limitations but covets the ‘move’ aspect to his game. 

He might be a solid stat producer but not asked to block…like he’s a ‘3rd-down TE’. We might have 

a Coby Fleener situation – so promising on paper but so sporadic in reality, and people questioning his 

heart. 
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